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Don’t worry, you don’t 

need to know what this 

means!



#3
Executive function and self-

regulation occur in the frontal lobes 

(behind your forehead), which is 

one of the most changeable 

(plastic) areas of the brain

More specifically- the “prefrontal 

cortex” 

3 Reasons Why You Should Care



So, executive functioning & self-regulation are…

1. Predictive of life-long success 

2. Core to many developmental disabilities

3. Highly changeable area of the brain… these 

are skills you can practice and improve!

3 Reasons Why You Should Care



Executive function & Self-regulation Skills

Executive functioning 
process

 Knowing the goal of a task and 
having a plan to achieve it  

 Being organized 

 Using strategies to achieve 
goals

 Noticing errors in approach and 
changing approaches when 
needed

 Finishing tasks

Self-Regulation skills
 Maintaining attention to task

 Showing persistence at task 

when difficult

 Remaining calm when 

disappointed

 Using impulse control 



Self-Regulation Skills
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control

Self-
regulation
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“Executive function” & “Self-regulation” are the 
cognitive and behavioral skills that allow us to 

achieve goals in daily life 

How do we get there?

How do these skills develop?

Goal
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Organization
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Notice errors
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What you need to know about the brain

• The brain is a series of neurons 

which are like wires that “fire” 

through electrical impulses.

• Learning is from neurons forming 

pathways in the brain.  

• “Neurons that fire together, wire 

together.”
• Practicing a skill gets the neurons 

firing, which then wires the brain 

to be better at that skill.



Developmental Info
The brain starts out being controlled 

by primitive parts that are wired for 
survival (to get basic needs met).  
(amygdala, thalamus, hippocampus)

As skills progress, the activity of the 
brain moves to the outer cortex for 
skill development, such as 
language, motor movement, 
sensory processing, and executive 
functioning (in the prefrontal 
cortex).

The activation of the brain is experience 

dependent. Experiences leads to neural 

changes that we call learning.



How much a road gets used determines 

what kind of road it will become.
 Walking path

 Dirt road

 Country roads

 Busy side streets

 Highways and freeways

Brain pathways
 Image the pathways in the brain 

are like roads.



A large part of the 
brain architecture 
is shaped in the 
first 3 years of life 
and most 
connects and 
circuits are present 
by age 8, but 
changes can still 
be made 
throughout 
childhood and 
adulthood. 2 6 8 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Age

The brain's ability to

change in reponse to

experience

The amount of effort

change requires

Based on research by Levitt 

(2009)

The Brain is Plastic, but Not Indefinitely

The brain’s ability to change decreases with age.

The amount of effort needed to make changes 

increases with age.



However…
General area for executive functioning 

and self-regulation is the frontal lobes 

(prefrontal cortex).

Pathways start early and build through life 

experiences. They are one of the last of 

the area of the brain to reach maturity. 

Does not appear to have a critical period, 

continues to change and develop (unlike 

many other areas of the brain).

Reaches maturity in 20s (or even 30s).  



Developmental Chart

Yes, this is too 

small to read.

You can print off 

color copies from 

my website:  

http://paigehays.

net/efresources/

http://paigehays.net/efresources/


“Neurons that fire together, wire together”

We are talking about skills that the brain 

can learn through practice.  However, 

these are not skills that are easy to learn.  

They are complex skills and develop over a 

long period of time, involving many 

different pathways in the brain (mostly in 

the frontal lobes)…. 

So what can you do?


